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Adobe Photoshop CS Type EffectsCourse Technology PTR, 2004
Through twenty stunning, full-color artistic projects and clear step-by-step explanations how to complete them, "Adobe Photoshop CS Type Effects" will help you master the advanced type effect techniques of Photoshop CS. Use Photoshop CS to apply a variety of effects to your text, including a spiral effect for a CD, a tiled mosaic effect,...
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Adobe Photoshop Elements 8: Maximum Performance: Unleash the hidden performance of ElementsFocal Press, 2009

	Using a unique combination of step by step projects, movie tutorials and sample images, Mark Galer guides the reader through the most powerful photo editing tools that Elements has to offer. Discussing and demonstrating the skills and know-how to create professional-quality results with this budget-priced software. Whether...
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SketchUp 7.1 for Architectural Visualization: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	Google SketchUp, the most popular architectural software package, is used by millions of architects and visualizers throughout the world. But what you may not know is that it's also the most powerful 3D design software on the market. With this book in hand and patented technology such as the PhotoMatch, Push-Pull, and Face-me components...
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Apple Training Series: iLife '11Peachpit Press, 2010

	The Apple Certified Way to Learn

	

	In the only Apple certified guide to iLife, the authors have you working wonders with iLife ’11 within the first few pages. Featuring compelling footage and images, this book/DVD combo uses real-life material and practical lessons that you can apply immediately to enhance your own...
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Machinima For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Create high-quality animations at little to no cost!    

    The fun and easy way® to film in a virtual world and get your movie noticed    

    Want to master Machinima? This friendly, hands-on guide is packed with savvy techniques for movie-making in Machinima's most popular creation...
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Apple Training Series: GarageBand 09Peachpit Press, 2009

	Whether you’re an accomplished musician or a student, GarageBand is the most rewarding way to  create, perform, and record your own music. In the only Apple-certified guide to GarageBand, composer Mary Plummer starts by teaching you the interface and basic recording techniques and moves on to arranging a song, editing and mixing...
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Apache Spark Deep Learning Cookbook: Over 80 recipes that streamline deep learning in a distributed environment with Apache SparkPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A solution-based guide to put your deep learning models into production with the power of Apache Spark

	
		Key Features

		
			Discover practical recipes for distributed deep learning with Apache Spark
	
			Learn to use libraries such as Keras and TensorFlow
	
			Solve...
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Auralization: Fundamentals of Acoustics, Modelling, Simulation, Algorithms and Acoustic Virtual Reality (RWTHedition)Springer, 2007
From the reviews:
"Particularly attractive about this book is its very complete coverage of auralization techniques, presenting applications not only in room acoustics but also in sound insulation and in other noise control engineering applications, as well as in real-time virtual reality. … The book serves as an excellent overview...
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Adobe Photoshop CS4 for Photographers: A Professional Image Editor's Guide to the Creative use of Photoshop for the Macintosh and PCFocal Press, 2008
Martin Evening's Adobe Photoshop for Photographers titles have become classic reference sources for photographers at all skill levels. Whether you are an accomplished user or just starting out, the Adobe Photoshop CS4 for Photographers book contains a wealth of practical advice, hints and tips to help you achieve professional-looking results. ...
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Five-Star Apps: The best iPhone and iPad apps for work and playPeachpit Press, 2010

	What makes a five-star app? A program has to be interesting, even if the task it’s performing is routine. When you look at a dozen apps that have the same informational, utilitarian, or entertainment goal, five-star apps have that extra something special that floats to the top.


	It can be a concierge, camera, flashlight, game...
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Encyclopedia of Junk Food and Fast FoodGreenwood Press, 2006
Eating junk food and fast food is a great all-American passion. American kids and grownups love their candy bars, Big Macs and supersized fries, Doritos, Twinkies, and Good Humor ice cream bars. The disastrous health effects from the enormous appetite for these processed fat- and sugar-loaded foods are well publicized now. This was particularly...
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The Making of Prince of Persia: Journals 1985 - 1993CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2011

	Before Prince of Persia was a best-selling video game franchise and a Jerry Bruckheimer movie, it was an Apple II computer game created and programmed by one person, Jordan Mechner. Also available as an ebook, Mechner’s candid journals from the time capture his journey from his parents’ basement to the forefront of the...
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